And the old man was scarred for life.
The Heuristic Squelch, being burned into UC Berkeley lore as it is, has a number of myths and stories connected to it that may or may not be true. People often ask me, “Josh, did Conan O’Brien really write for the Squelch when he attended Harvard?” or “I heard that David Bowie specifically gave you all a shout out on his deathbed.”

While the above myths are harmless and often true, the most common, and damaging misconception is that our magazine, the Squelch, is somehow connected to the Student Action ASUC Party. To be clear; this is in no way fact. Our magazine takes no position on ASUC politics and has no preference to any party or political movement, regardless of how difficult it may be to avoid the lure of the incredible promises to improve Greek relations, or put nap pods on campus or something.

The Squelch has been confused with Student Action more times than I can remember, and in a sense I understand. Our names both start with the same letter, we are both composed of a group of well-adjusted, attractive people, and we both have a inclination to the funny and inane. We at the Squelch often run a few pieces that make little to no sense, as a way of comedy, and Student Action also declares positions that make little to no sense, which I assume is for comedy as well.

So I want to take this time to again make clear that we at the Squelch are not associated with any ASUC party in any way shape or form. We are a completely independent magazine that only strives to make people laugh, and we take no position on the very important and completely serious issue of who should be in the ASUC.

Love

Josh
Freeway Through Campus Proposed to Attract In-N-Out

By Spencer Nyarady and Josh Zarrabi, serving it animal style

The Berkeley City Council is considering a proposal to build a new freeway over Telegraph Avenue, through the middle of the UC campus, and onto University in hopes that it will both reduce transbay traffic and encourage In-N-Out Burger to open an accessible location.

“We really hope to secure the funding for this vital infrastructure project,” city councilwoman Gloria Johnson told Squelch reporters. “We need an In-N-Out walking distance from, or God willing on, campus and the only way that will happen is to give the supply trucks a convenient road on which to travel to the new store. Also reducing commuter traffic times and all that.”

While many are excited about the prospect of the famous fast food chain potentially coming to Berkeley, others are less thrilled about the potential consequences of a six lane highway running through campus.

“Sure In-N-Out is great,” campus facilities manager Jacob Andrews said. “But I can’t say it’s worth paving over a third of the school. I’m sure a two lane freeway through the western portion of campus that’s just trees and shit would be plenty to attract an In-N-Out construction crew.”

A town hall meeting on the proposal is scheduled for next week, and free In-N-Out will be served.

Biology Department to Stop Providing Students With Cadavers

By Morgan Ziegenhorn, wouldn’t download a body

Anatomy students are expressing outrage over a new policy which forces them to find and purchase their own cadavers. This policy represents a larger trend within the University of requiring students to pay for their own materials, adding to the already suffocating financial burden of tuition.

In an attempt to make things easier on students, the Student Store on Bancroft has added corpses to their inventory. However, a fresh cadaver can still go for as much as $500, nearly double the price just a few short years ago.

The price of cadavers has forced many students to turn to unorthodox methods for acquiring their class materials. According to Integrative Biology major Julianne Evans, the Facebook group “Free and For Sale” has turned into a trading floor for dead bodies. “It’s problematic because the corpses aren’t checked for quality. Some are super worn and full of holes,” Evans stated, adding that she was once sold a cadaver with only half a head.

Even more worrisome are reports that increasingly desperate students are turning towards illegal sources for their cadavers. Police reports indicate grave robberies have increased tenfold since December. Some even fear the recent string of mysterious disappearances of several students might be attributed to the increased demand for fresh bodies.

However, what students say irritates them most about this new policy is professors who mandate students to buy corpses from their own labs. “It’s so cynical,” scoffed senior Susanne Peters. “It’s like we get it, you’re a great embalmer, but why should I buy corpses from you when I can get one at half-price down the street?”

In Other News:

Sea World on Tanks: “Size Doesn’t Matter”
Page A14

Fabrics R Us Outraged at Entry of Syrian Muslin
Page B3

Stanford’s 12 to 1 Teacher Student Ratio Described As “Uncomfortable” and “ Weird”
Page A7

Vigilante Kills Vigilante
Page D12
Grandma Can’t Keep Up With Changes In Weapons Technology
By Akshay Srivastav, assured that his own grandparents are well-equipped

According to her grandchildren, 84-year old retirement home resident Opal Meredith Burke has recently had some trouble keeping up with changes in military technology. “We’re really getting concerned,” stated her grandson Michael, “We used to think it was harmless nostalgia, but she keeps going into these long, rambling stories about the missile deployment systems she had growing up, like Hellfire and the M47 Dragon. She hasn’t even made an effort to read about the FGM-184 Javelin’s superior shrapnel dispersion.”

While still a loving and caring grandmother, Opal has reportedly clung to Gen-II missiles from the 1970’s, saying she can’t “wrap her head around these fancy new gizmos” that the modern military uses, like explosively-formed penetrators and shaped charges. “When your grandfather was alive, we would use these lovely little missiles with a ten, maybe twelve-meter blast radius, and a 0.75 lethality coefficient. It was so much more intimate than the doo-dads you kids use nowadays. I don’t know,” she shrugged, “I think the old ways were best.”

But her granddaughter Emily is still worried. “She called me the other day to talk about how much she misses Agent Orange,” said Emily, dabbing away tears, “I tried to tell her that modern counter-insurgency tactics rely more heavily on targeted drone strikes, but it was like she wasn’t even listening!” Burke was last seen quaintly pushing back an assault with a mortar launcher.

Supreme Court Split 4-4 Over Destination of Antonin Scalia’s Soul
By Ally Mason and Spencer Nyarady, fitting a halo over their powdered wigs

In one of the most heated cases in judicial history, the Supreme Court is split down the ideological middle on whether to send the soul of the late associate justice Antonin Scalia up to heaven or cast it down into hellfire forever more.

The traditional practice of deciding the eternal fate of justices who die while serving is infrequently applied and rarely controversial. William Rehnquist, who died while serving as Chief Justice in 2005, was granted immediate entry to an everlasting paradise by his politically united court. However, not all justices get to enjoy an afterlife in the Holy Kingdom; Stephen Johnson Field and Roger Taney are among the more notable judges damned to Hell without parole.

The liberal side of the court seems committed to Scalia’s damnation as a matter of principle. “Even though Antonin and I were dear friends, we disagreed on many issues,” explained Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, “and I am of the firm opinion that however close we were, he deserves to suffer a million anguishes in the flaming pits of the underworld until the end of time.”

The conservatives appear to be equally unwavering. Clarence Thomas outlined his view on the matter, stating, “To the best of my knowledge, Scalia would have sent his own soul to heaven, and I usually follow his lead.”

Justice Scalia’s soul will be languishing in purgatory until the court reaches a final decision.

Bernie Sanders Drops Out to Join the 99%
By Jake Delaney, gesticulating emphatically

Following Hillary Clinton’s landslide victory in South Carolina, Democratic candidate Bernie Sanders has made the surprising announcement that he is dropping out of the race for the Democratic nomination in an effort to join the 99 percent of voters that cannot become the President of the United States.

In a press release Mr. Sanders stated, “Things have really gotten out of hand. There are only two candidates in the Democratic race. That’s definitely not 99 percent [of the population]. It is certainly less than 1%. I’m not a numbers man, but that’s pretty far off.”

When asked why he felt the need to drop out, Sanders replied, “I just don’t feel connected to my voter base anymore. I looked around and thought—what am I doing here at this podium? This isn’t what the real Americans are doing. I should be at home on my couch watching Netflix and posting long-winded, misinformed political rants on Facebook.”

In response to the question of whom he will throw his support behind, Sanders said, “Well, now that I am a part of the 99%, I’ll be joining them in their embitterment and commitment to real change by not voting. I’ll just wait until someone runs that represents my values.”

In an effort to really connect with the declining middle class, Sanders spent the rest of the masturbating in bed and eating french fries.
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Campus Response to Sexual Assault

The University of California wishes to remind its staff and students that it has always responded promptly to instances of sexual assault amongst its population. Here are announcements the administration has circulated over the years clarifying the details of each regrettable case, and we will continue to send announcements whenever these unfortunate events occur.

20th, 1997


4th, 2002


18th, 2011


29th, 2015

[id removed] “not sure” [id removed] if UC Berkeley [id removed] a country [id removed] her [id removed] bronze medal [id removed] swimming [id removed] or [id removed] [id removed] if were its own country [id removed] gold medal [id removed] and [id removed] go bears.

TT Smokable Dictators
10. Mao ZeBong
9. Vlad the Inhaler
8. Kim Bong Il
7. Fidel Hashtro
6. Adolf Take-A-Hitler
5. Sa-dab Hussein
4. Francisco Danko
3. Ganja Khan
2. Al KeifDafi
1. Pol Pot
(c)literary sex.

Do you find books more titillating than tits? Is your preferred wood the pages of a long novel? We here at Squelch have compiled tips to make every bibliophile into a sexophile. Try these different positions to bring sex out of the pages and into your life!

**Road Head**
Your partner sits in a library cubby writing an 8 page analysis of the usage of the color grey in Cormac McCarthy’s The Road. You sit underneath the cubby hidden from view gently sucking them off.

**Spice it up!**
Role play being the father and son. Really dive into the characters. How would a father-son pair really make passionate love if they were the ones left on Earth?

**Watch out!**
Make sure not to waste energy fucking unless you are trying to procreate. Stop taking your birth control now. The time is upon us to populate the Earth.

**S & M**
Try to get off while your partner reads Infinite Jest while interjecting every two minutes to add their own analysis or chuckle quietly to themselves about DFW’s subtle sense of humor.

**Spice it up!**
Try to engage your partner in debate for extra kink! Make sure you use “ergo” and “pedantic”.

**Watch out!**
Have a safe word as this may get too painful for either of you to bear. If your partner isn’t listening you may require leaving the room.

**Flying Solo**
Read Atlas Shrugged while jerking off and thinking about how much better you are than the liberal sheep at this school.

**Spice it up!**
Perform the act publically. Cum onto a photo of Ron Paul.

**Watch out!**
If you do this too often you may have trouble getting off if you aren’t reading an Ayn Rand book. To combat this, make sure to occasionally think of other human beings while cumming.

**Doggy Style**
While reading Where the Red Fern Grows your partner enters you from behind. Make sure you time it perfectly so both you and your partner climax at the part where Old Dan dies. Even though you know it’s going to happen, act surprised.

**Spice it up!**
Do the same thing as before but while reading Old Yeller. It will take you back to your youthful and innocent years.

**Watch out!**
Too much emotional investment in the dogs’ lives can be a literal boner killer. Stay unattached.
In an innovative vinyl compilation of unreleased T-Pain tracks, the music superstar’s songs finally get the analog sound they deserve!

Featuring never before heard tracks such as:

◆ Club Song (Extended version)
◆ I Know Tha Bouncer
◆ Booty In Tha Dark (Remix)
◆ Poppin’ Party Bottlez
◆ Shawty (She My Shawty)
◆ 1 More Drank Then 1 More Drank
◆ Drunk On Shawty (And Andre)
◆ Hallelujah, originally composed and performed by Leonard Cohen

“A must have for any audiophile!”- Pitchfork

Now in our sexiest collection ever satin and lace hug every inch of your toddler’s body. Say goodbye to dull diapers and hello to bold, unapologetic lingerie.

**Victoria’s Secret Toddler**

- Sexy Swaddler
- The Gaga G-string
- Push Up Bra and Bib Combo
- Mommy and Me Lingerie Set
- Free Itty Bitty Garter with Purchase!
How to Help A Fellow Bear With a Drug Problem

With midterms constantly on the horizon and homework almost always due, school can get stressful! Different students will find different methods for coping with the stress. While some bears deal with this stress by exercising or having tons of awesome sex, other, less well adjusted bears choose to forget their problems with drugs. We compiled some tips and tricks if you think one of your fellow bears may have developed a really serious, bad, potentially life-threatening drug habit.

Tell their drug dealer on them.

Talk to the person who provides drugs to your friend and outline what specific substances you think your friend is abusing. Make sure the dealer knows that you appreciate the role they have played in your friend's life, and without being too accusatory let them know they should be conscientious in their dealings. Tell them that your friend once pay any price to get a steady supply of drugs and you would hate for it to go down that route.

Show your friend the contract they signed promising to stay away from narcotics during Red Ribbon Week in the 5th grade.

What most people don't know about Red Ribbon Week contracts is that they are legally binding for life and can result in a sentence of 20+ years if one is found guilty of breaching it by drinking or doing drugs.

This may all seem hard, but make sure you never give up on your fellow because they probably owe you money!

You really care about your friend, and you also really care about the $50 they owe you for coke from last semester. If they get too deep into their addiction they will probably lose everything that defines them as a person and will almost certainly not be able to pay you back. Don't sacrifice your friendship or your wallet for something as trivial as a drug addiction.

Develop your own drug problem in order to better empathize with your friend.

The best way to help someone is to understand what they are going through. Put yourself in their shoes by developing an equally strong; or if possible stronger, substance abuse problem of your own choosing. Also, you can sponsor each other for Narcotics Anonymous, giving you another bonding point.
Hold them by their legs and shake enough the dose out of them such that they are no longer overdosing.

Find a drug with opposite effects and pump them full of as much of it as possible (e.g. cocaine for alcohol, amphetamines for opiates, sativa for indica, etc)

Sit them in a chair with sunglasses on in case a cop walks by

Find a priest and perform an exorcism to get the drug demons out

Draw a dick on their face with a sharpie in order to ease the tension

Check their heartbeat -- if it’s already stopped, dispose of the body as quickly as possible.

Several locations are ideal:
  - Strawberry Canyon is rarely visited by campus police
  - No one ever goes to the top of the stairwell in VLSB
  - Your neighbor’s room, this will shift all focus off you
In this crucial moment as you sit in the bowels of Dwinelle, losing your bowels, thinking “Fuck! Dwinelle is out of toilet paper again; Thank god I grabbed this piece of shit student publication on the Sproul after some Jewish-looking idiot screamed at me,” it was us here at Squelch that saved the day. You too can save the assholes of thousands, producing mediocre toilet paper covered in mediocre comedy. Help your friends, family, and that super homeless guy in their most dire times of need. We’re in search of:

- Writers
- Shitheads
- Turd-burglars
- Graphic designers
- Not you
- Your mom
- More Jewish-looking kids
- Hangers-on

Follow us on social media outlets such as Tinder and Club Penguin Mobile. Or hang out with us during our weekly circle jerk on Mondays at 8pm in 205 Wheeler, laughing at the same jokes for weeks. Yes, the same shitty jokes you just glossed over a page before this.
Many have claimed that UC Berkeley is fostering a culture of misogyny which threatens to infect all of society with an ethos of discrimination. There have also been claims that the Microbiology department is fostering a culture of flesh eating bacteria, which threatens to infect all of society with a strain of bacillus that will tear the skin from your face.

Since these threats are currently facing campus in tandem, we thought it would be informative to make a chart comparing and contrasting their most prominent features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A CULTURE OF MISOGYNY</th>
<th>A CULTURE OF FLESH-EATING BACTERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of negatively affecting your life</td>
<td>Very high.</td>
<td>You heard about this in the news so you think the likelihood is very high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of necrotizing your facial tissues</td>
<td>If affected, there is a 15% chance that a culture of misogyny will cause the skin to rot off your face.</td>
<td>If infected, there is a 90% chance that a culture of flesh eating bacteria will cause the skin to rot off your face.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex appeal</td>
<td>None. No one wants to hear about systematic oppression.</td>
<td>Enormous, with smutty headlines such as &quot;Flesh Eating Bug Ate My Face.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harassment</td>
<td>Harassment is verbal, emotional, sexual and physical.</td>
<td>Will only harass the subcutaneous layers of your skin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did it kill Jim Henson?</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolness factor</td>
<td>Nothing is cool about a culture of misogyny.</td>
<td>Flesh eating bacteria is pretty fucking cool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers in politics</td>
<td>Only 24.5% of state legislators are women.</td>
<td>Only the enemies of the Koch brothers are dying of necrotizing fasciitis (13% of state legislators.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic location</td>
<td>Everywhere in the world.</td>
<td>Deep in the heart of the Amazon rainforest and now, unfortunately, the Berkeley campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long has it plagued society?</td>
<td>Since the dawn of man.</td>
<td>Since the bio department got sketchy funding money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining Feature</td>
<td>Has kept half the world's population held in subjugation since the dawn of man.</td>
<td>Killed Jim Henson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does God approve?</td>
<td>According to certain readings of the Bible, yes.</td>
<td>The biology department spits in the face of a higher power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Significance</td>
<td>Testosterone has been responsible for all poor decisions.</td>
<td>In the medieval ages everyone either died of the plague or leprosy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interesting Fact</td>
<td>Has forced millions of women to subject themselves to liposuction.</td>
<td>Can be used as a cheap alternative to liposuction if properly applied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it threaten to plunge all of humanity into an age of darkness defined by fiery ruin and unabated suffering?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE MARTIN

Martin Shkreli is abandoned on Mars and the world watches in anticipation, hoping that he will die. Watch Martin Shkreli get abandoned on Mars and stabbed in the abdomen with an antenna for 2 hours.

“Hilarious!” - NY Times
“Heart warming!” - Washington Post
“He dies in the end!” - Chicago Tribune

KEEP HIM THERE

DISCOUNT ZOO

Come see animals up close! We save on costs by acquiring animals after other zoos or poachers are done with them.

Make your kid smile by showing them the finest dead animals of the world. Our inert animals will be sure to wow you and your children!

Directions: Just ride the BART until the end. Walk another 20 minutes, and immerse yourself in the world of post-mortem animals.
EXCLUSIVE: An Exposé on the Sperm Banking High Rollers on Ball Street

Today in 2016 the sperm market is at an all time high, but many are worried about the possibility of another Sperm Market Collapse like in 2008. The top sperm on Ball Street offered me an opportunity to see all the inner workings of their trade on the Sperm Market Floor to try to dispel worries about balls being “too-big-to-fail.” I asked around about how close we are to another catastrophic loss of millions of sperm and if the reproductive economy could recover from such a busted nut this time. Some of the answers I got were level-headed, but some were real long shots.

“I think that we do great things for the average sperm, without us sperm wouldn’t have access to lucrative loads and high-sperm count investments.”
- Goldman BallSachs VP of Marketing

“My sperm count is OFF THE CHARTS! You’re talking about a recession when I’m literally SWIMMING IN CUM!!?”
- Sehman Brothers CEO

“Know what I have to say to those EGG heads in their Ivory towers? Cum at me!”
- JP Morcum Chase CFO

“You want to short the Scrotum market? You’re talking coitus interruptus? You’re fucking kidding me.”
- Swells Fargo VP of Consumer Relations

“The invisible hand of the market was what got this economy off and coming strong in the first place -- it will stimulate us until we burst onto the face of the world stage”
- Sperm Bank of America VP of Sperm Production

Understanding the 2008 Sperm Market collapse

Sperm on Ball Street were shorting (betting against) conglomerated sperm deposits based on predictions that the sperm market would collapse, because valuable and worthless sperm were bundled together and highly overvalued by the sperm ratings agencies. So when sperm were unable to pay back their intricate and bogus loads, Ball Street investors would reap huge profits. However, spermholders started to panic and jettisoned huge amounts of sperm out of the system, leaving big Sperm Banks unable to make good on their promises to sperm investors, and millions more sperm continued to be lost every second. Only upon being bailed out by last-minute bills passed in the prostate and seminal vesicles at the expense of the average sperm-payer in the seminiferous [continued on page B2]
WHAT IF THEY DIED IN OFFICE?

Given that the average age of the current crop of presidential candidates is 69 years old, we wanted to find out if any had contingency plans for what to do if they croak in the Oval Office. We emailed their campaign staffers and received detailed assurances on the issue.

FROM: The Office of Bernie Sanders

Worries about Senator Sanders’ health are grossly overblown because we have dozens more Bernies locked up in storage. In fact he has already died and has been replaced several times since kicking off his campaign last April.

FROM: The Office of Hillary Clinton

Secretary Clinton assures Americans not to worry about the prospect of her dying in office. When the time is right she will simply possess a new body, as she’s been doing for the past 10,000 years. After lodging her soul in a new body, most likely that of one of her dedicated staffers, she will continue on with her millenniums long quest for domination.

FROM: The Office of Donald Trump

The Donald has repeatedly reminded Americans of his position that death is a fat grey loser who’s too big of a pussy to shut his brain off, and that he has consistently polled miles ahead of death. The Donald has publicly dared death to kill him and asserts his continued vitality is a sign that death is weak, and vows to kill death once in office.

FROM: The Office of Ben Carson

Dr. Carson assures Americans that there is no need to worry about the prospect of him dying while in office; he is already dead. Dr. Carson died when he was bored one night and decided to operate on his frontal lobe, but was high on keyboard duster at the time and accidentally stabbed his frontal gyrus 142 times. The very fact that Dr. Carson is still standing should assure voters that he has what it takes to lead the free world.

FROM: The Office of Ted Cruz

In order to understand what would happen if Senator Cruz died, you first must understand how he was born. Senator Cruz was born when the love of Jesus Christ united Al Lewis’ ejaculate and a pile of slime mold, causing the slime mold to miraculously mutate into a slime man. Therefore, Senator Cruz is composed of billions of single celled organisms, each blessed with the power of Jesus. Voters need not worry-- in order to kill Senator Cruz you have to kill all 5,697,302,537 individual slime molds.

FROM: The Office of Marco Rubio

Senator Rubio has been fighting for the American people in the US Senate for his entire life, and strives to improve the safety and pride of every American child who looks up at the flag and says “America.” Senator Rubio will not rest until the freedom and opportunity of every patriot is powerful abroad and at home from sea to shining sea. Also Senator Rubio has never supported amnesty for illegal immigrants.
American Idol Spinoffs

As the 15th and final season of the groundbreaking series American Idol comes to a close, fans are left wondering: what’s next? Not to fear! Even though the beloved show is over, the magic continues in these American Idol spin-offs premiering this Fall on Fox!

Sob Stories

Everyone loves a heart wrenching anecdote from a mid-tier contestant. Whether they lost a family member or lived on the streets, Idols who would be otherwise overlooked get a chance to guilt trip viewers into keeping them in the competition. Inspired by these brave individuals, we are traveling all over the continental US, holding auditions in every major city to find the ultimate sob story. Watch these heroes exploit their personal tragedies for votes and media coverage!

American Idol: Special Victims Unit

The Idols unite to form an all-star team of no-nonsense investigators in this police procedural drama series. Follow the elite squad as they pursue perpetrators of bizarre sex crimes and bring them to justice in the greater Los Angeles area. Starring Clay Aiken, Kellie Pickler, Sanjaya Malakar, and Ice-T.

Name That Has Been!

In an all new game show, American Idol fans scramble to identify previous American Idol contestants for a chance to win one million dollars. And it gets even more exciting! Each episode will feature a Lightning Round where contenders can double their money for correctly answering trivia about the Idol’s current careers! See who can Name That Has Been!

American Seacrest

Hosted by Ryan Seacrest, Ryan Seacrest shares clips of shows he’s hosted and after receiving critique from the judges (Ryan Seacrest, Ryan Seacrest and Ryan Seacrest) a live studio audience of Ryan Seacrests vote to crown the American Seacrest.
Lesser Known Relatives of the Tooth Fairy

It’s probably been awhile since you’ve received a clandestine visit from the tooth fairy, but did you know several other mystical nymphs secretly visit you at many other milestones in your life? We sure know about these things at the Squelch, and here are just a few of the threshold-breaking sprites who help us through life’s bumpier portions.

THE FIRST HIT FAIRY

You’ve managed to hang out with the kids who are pretty cool but still lame enough to let you take a rip of their bong, signaling the First Hit Fairy will soon appear in a cloud of smoke. When time stops he’ll fill your pantry with burritos and corn chips and leave a strong scent of Febreeze/pinesol air freshener behind while you’re stuffing your face going “whoa man.” Sometimes the First Hit Fairy doesn’t show up until the second or third time you smoke and there’s no way you remember him either way.

THE LOST WALLET FAIRY

It’s one of those first scary steps into adult responsibility where with one absent-minded pocket grab you lose every piece of paper that allows you to participate in the great wide world of capitalist democracy. This joyful bureaucratic sprite will lead you on a wondrous journey to contact the police, call your bank, go to the DMV, go to your bank, go to the DMV a second time because you couldn’t pay the fee for a new license without a debit card, get a snarky email from the police ‘cause they’re just fuckers, and finally call your insurers for new necessary documents (or help you apply for them if you’re currently uninsured!). Pay close attention as this is one-time-deal kind of fairy, so you’re on your own when you get shitfaced and lose your wallet again a few months later.

THE CUM FAIRY

Don’t worry if it seems like your genitals are exploding and you’ll never be the same! The Cum Fairy is here to clean up your little mess with paper towels and leave some vibrators and lube in your sock drawer.

THE SHATTERED WORLDVIEW FAIRY

Damn son, either you recently learned God isn’t real in a classical sense or you just saw videos of Abu Ghraib for the first time, because you’ll never look at the world the same way again. Luckily this fairy will materialize with some dark sunglasses, a pack of cigs, and the works of Howard Zinn to help you see through all the lies and constructions around you, man. Don’t get too attached though, because this fairy will leave you hanging high and dry just like everyone else in this bullshit world
It’s finally happening! All our favorite musical icons of yesteryear are dropping off like flies. Funerary behemoth SCI and pop culture behemoth Rolling Stone are teaming up to put these heroes of radio to rest in a mega-burial extravaganza unlike any ever seen before!

Come see your favorite dead artists’ corpses disposed of at three separate stages on the outskirts of this small town on Catalina Island, according to their last wills and testaments.

You might have tough choices to make – some headliners have conflicting set times.

**Coffin Fit** The Grave Stage
- Keith Richards *
- Lemmy Kilmister and Phil Taylor of Motörhead
- Paul Kantner and Signe Toly Anderson of Jefferson Airplane
- BB King
- Vanity

**The Cremation Stage** Ashes to Ashes
- David Bowie
- Scott Weiland of Stone Temple Pilots
- Chris Squire of Yes
- Wendell Holmes
- Cynthia Robinson of Sly and the Family Stone

**Driftwood** The Catapulted Into the Sea Stage
- Maurice White of Earth, Wind, and Fire
- Jimmy Page *
- Glenn Frey of The Eagles
- Dale Griffin of Mott the Hoople
- Blowfly

* Fingers crossed!
The thrilling conclusion of The Landlord of the Rings trilogy!

THE RETURN OF THE SECURITY DEPOSIT

Following the epic tales of The Fellowship of the Lease and The Two Power Outages, the final installment finds our heroes fighting for their right to get as much of their exorbitant security deposit back from their evil landlord.

Alerted of a great approaching darkness upon seeing thousands in hidden charges on their monthly statement, the tenants must finish their epic quest to clean their apartment as quickly as possible, journeying across town to find new window screens and something that will get all the cum out of the carpet. Witness impossible feats of fraud, email battles between good and evil, and a malevolent landlord who will stop at nothing to regain the One Lease and force his tenants out so he can sell the entire building to developers.

“One Lease to bring them all and in the darkness bind them to a series of obligations they later came to regret.”

“These books are the reason I wrote Sandman.”
Neil Gaiman

“There are very few works of such genius in landlord fantasy. This is one.”
The Guardian

“My real estate bible.”
Donald Trump

“Gripping. The best, most honest fantasy novel since Harry Potter and the I-9 Form.”
The New York Times